Junior Handler titles earned in Companion Events 2016

January

**Master Excellent Jumpers w/ Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson (20)

**Master Century Jumpers Preferred (MJPC) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson (2)

**Novice Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:**
Deva Rayann Wilson
Noah Clanton

**Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:**
Soren Smail (2)

**Open Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:**
Maria Griffin

**Preferred Agility Champion (PACH) titles earned:**
Soren Smail

**Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:**
Noah Clanton
February

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Jason Rainey

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson
Maria Griffin

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (16)

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson
Kassidy Lemmen
Gabriella Kabakchieva

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Avery Adams

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Reagan Weisenbeck

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Samantha L. Van Buren

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Kate Gallagher

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:
Deva Rayann Wilson (21)

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Sarah Stong

Preferred Novice (PCD) titles earned:
Jeanna Dirkschneider
March

Master Excellent Bronze (MXB) titles earned:
Destiny Julian

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Megan Marshall

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Haley Coker
Jordon Coker
Alexandra Apollos
Ashley James

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Ramona Ross

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Willow Martin
Karr Hersh
Ashlea Dufour

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Madison Frederick

Master Bronze Jumpers Preferred (MJPB) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Morgan Vance

Excellent FAST Preferred (XFP) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Megdalyn Loesch
Gabriella Kabakchieva
Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Julia Zabroske

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Elizabeth Dittmann

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Abigail Anderson

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/W eaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Kira Baugh
April

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Lillian Brock
Abbey Buckler

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Kassidy Lemmen

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Erica Kendall
Lillian Brock
Samantha Stoeke

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Mackenzie Bosold
Maria Griffin
Megan Weaver
Sasha Zitter

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Anna Westrum
Jennifer Strauss
Willow Martin
Noah Clanton

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Hannah Waters

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Willow Martin
Alyssa Dunch
Gabrielle Loesch
Jack Dubyn
Kala Sizemore
Sasha Zitter
Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Madison Frederick
Maria Griffin

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Aly Toews
Rebecca Kay

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Aly Toews
Kira Baugh

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Hannah Waters
Arista Haig
May

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Aubrey Hallgren

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Ariel Merkle
Graciela Pardo
Abigail Smith
Molly I Wilson
Kaiden Snider

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Abigail Reyenga
Spencer Pardee
Kinze Williams

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Mackenzie Bosold

Master Silver Jumpers with Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Carly Kreiser

Master Gold Jumpers w/Weaves (MJG) titles earned:
Danielle Wagner

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Ashlea Dufour
Radence Tsow

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Maria Griffin

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Maria Griffin

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Dakota Stedman
Novice FAST (NF) titles earned: Amelia Greninger

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned: Avery Adams

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned: Alyssa Dunah Rebecca Skahan

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned: Emily Walker

Time 2 Beat (T2B) titles earned: Amelia Greninger

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned: Morgan Vance
June

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Alexandra Broadhurst
Mary Black
Aubrey Hallgren

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Rebecca Skahan
Grant Frevert
Julia Sinclair-Jaconski
Breyon Gunn

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Sofia Colburn

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Sofia Colburn

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Julianna Narduzzi
Avery Woodworth
Breyon Gunn

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Tommy Beckett

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Haley Kvarnberg

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Morgan Vance

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Sari Nicole Schleifer
David Frasca

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Alyssa Dunah
Jennifer Strauss
Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Alyssa Dunah

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Hope Peavey

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
David Frasca
Sarah Stong

Master Silver Agility (MXS) titles earned:
Carly Kreiser

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Emily Walker

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Norah Giles

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:
Soren Smail (3)
July

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Grant Frevert
Kaylee Cundiff

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Morgan Vance

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Sofia Colburn

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Davis Alger

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Lillanna Apollos

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
David Frasca

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Grant Frevert
Gabriella Kabakchieva
Gabrielle Loesch

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Gabriella Kabakchieva

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Christopher Roteman

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Kala Sizemore

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Aly Toews
**Master Excellent Preferred Bronze (M XPB) titles earned:**
Soren Smail

**Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:**
Kaiden Snider
August

**Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:**
Eden McCall

**Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:**
Steve Reiss Jr.
Amelia Greninger

**Open Agility (OA) titles earned:**
Rebecca Skahan

**Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:**
Emma Metzger

**Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:**
Rebecca Skahan
Nicole Neher

**Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:**
Hannah Waters

**Master Excellent Bronze (MXB) titles earned:**
Amelia Greninger

**Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:**
Alyssa Dunah

**Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:**
Jordan Phoenix (6)

**Preferred Agility Excellent (PAX) titles earned:**
Soren Smail

**Preferred Agility Champion (PACH) titles earned:**
Soren Smail

**Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:**
Ella Palutis
September

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Shelten Brown

Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Emily Walker

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Lily Kurek
Andrew Clark

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Jenna Dirkschneider

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Megdalyn Loesch
Andrew Clark

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Abigail Reyenga

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Kala Sizemore

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Alisha Ford

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Madison Frederick

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Mallory Shiney

Master Century (MXC) titles earned:
Dana George
Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Abigail Anderson

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Isabel Ackerman
Sarah Friedlander

Master Excellent Jumpers w/ W eaves (M XJ) titles earned:
Jennifer Necker
October

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Willow Martin
Andrew Clark
Julianna Narduzzi

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Andrew Clark
Abriana Kreiser

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Andrew Clark
Haley Paige Morrison
Heather Braun

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Eden McCull

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Candace Huffman
Hope Peavey
Dane Calvelage
Sarah Friedlander
Sarah House
Candice Kerr

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Hannah Waters

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Brianna Fryer

Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) titles earned:
Miki Hodel (2)

Master Agility Champion (MACH) titles earned:
Carly Kreiser (2)
Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Radence Tsow

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Sofia Colburn

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Christopher Roteman

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Hope Peavey

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Rebecca Skahan

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Olivia Hernandez

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Jenna Dirkschneider
Brianna Wimberly

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Rebecca Skahan

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Andrew Clark

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Erika Eicher

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Jennifer Necker

Master Bronze Jumpers w/Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Destiny Julian

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Kira Baugh
November

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Sarah Friedlander
Jenna Dirkschneider

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Sarah Friedlander
Mikala N Seymour
Aylissa Olson
Mars von Vittinghoff
Joshua Stefanik
Caroline Beebe
Kelsey Adams
Katelyn Cruise

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Tommy Beckett
Sofia Colburn

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Julianna Narduzzi

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Leah Swanson
Megdalyn Loesch

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Alyssa Olson

Agility Course Test 1 (ACT1) titles earned:
Emily Sanborn

Agility Course Test 2 (ACT2) titles earned:
Emily Sanborn

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Abigail Johnson
Jace Kadrich
Gabriella Kabakchieva

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Kathryn Doane
Soren Smail

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Miki Hodel

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/W eaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Brianna Fryer
Gabriella Kabakchieva

Novice Agility Jumpers w/W eaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Madison Weishaar
Dana George

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Gabriella Kabakchieva

Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Gabriella Kabakchieva

Master Excellent Jumpers w/W eaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:
Elizabeth McDonald (2)
December

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Candice Kerr
Nina Parvin
Samantha Carlson

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Nina Parvin

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Rebecca Grinsell
Sasha Zitter

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Nicole Neher

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Hope Peavey

Open FAST Preferred (OFP) titles earned:
Emily Walker

Excellent FAST (XF) titles earned:
Soren Smail

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Jennifer Necker

Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Mikala N Seymour

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Gabriella Kabakchieva

Master Bronze Jumpers w/Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Morgan Vance
Beginner Novice (BN) titles earned:
Kaitlyn Johnson

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Sasha Zitter

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Andrew Clark